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ABSTRACT

Systems biologists aim to decipher the structure and
dynamics of signaling and regulatory networks un-
derpinning cellular responses; synthetic biologists
can use this insight to alter existing networks or en-
gineer de novo ones. Both tasks will benefit from
an understanding of which structural and dynamic
features of networks can emerge from evolutionary
processes, through which intermediary steps these
arise, and whether they embody general design prin-
ciples. As natural evolution at the level of network dy-
namics is difficult to study, in silico evolution of net-
work models can provide important insights. How-
ever, current tools used for in silico evolution of
network dynamics are limited to ad hoc computer
simulations and models. Here we introduce BioJazz,
an extendable, user-friendly tool for simulating the
evolution of dynamic biochemical networks. Unlike
previous tools for in silico evolution, BioJazz al-
lows for the evolution of cellular networks with un-
bounded complexity by combining rule-based mod-
eling with an encoding of networks that is akin to
a genome. We show that BioJazz can be used to
implement biologically realistic selective pressures
and allows exploration of the space of network ar-
chitectures and dynamics that implement prescribed
physiological functions. BioJazz is provided as an
open-source tool to facilitate its further develop-
ment and use. Source code and user manuals are
available at: http://oss-lab.github.io/biojazz and http:
//osslab.lifesci.warwick.ac.uk/BioJazz.aspx.

INTRODUCTION

Cellular networks allow organisms to sense and process
environmental information and thereby implement pheno-
typic behaviors that enable survival. Hence, it is of funda-

mental interest to understand their structure and dynamics
either by experimental and modeling studies on specific ex-
amples (1–3) or by searching for recurring structural mo-
tifs in large classes of systems (4–7). Collectively, these ap-
proaches have identified key dynamical features, such as ul-
trasensitivity and bistability (8), and elucidated biochemical
elements used for their implementation, such as feedback
loops, scaffold proteins and phosphorylation cycles (9–14).
Despite these insights, however, we still lack an understand-
ing of the evolutionary origins of the dynamical and struc-
tural features of such networks, limiting our ability to make
functional predictions based solely on the presence or ab-
sence of these features (15). Furthermore, network elements
identified from current day organisms might not constitute
the only feasible solutions for achieving a specific physiolog-
ical task or implementation of a specific dynamical feature.
The understanding of the ‘possible solution space’ is thus
mostly lacking, but could be essential from the perspective
of engineering biological systems through synthetic biology
(16).

One approach for understanding the evolutionary pro-
cesses leading to current day network elements and for ex-
ploring the space of possible solutions is to re-create the evo-
lutionary dynamics of cellular networks in silico. This task
requires computational tools that are intuitive to use, yet
are sufficiently complex to capture the system dynamics of
known cellular networks. Modeling of the evolution of cel-
lular networks has so far been attempted either for exploit-
ing evolution as a design tool (e.g. (16,17)) or for interro-
gating evolutionary pressures leading to particular network
properties (e.g. (18–20)). It is desirable to develop further
general computational tools that can achieve both aims and
that can allow unconstrained modeling of evolution, while
maintaining a realistic representation of biochemistry and
system dynamics. Most previous studies either focused on
modeling of evolution of large networks without incorpo-
rating dynamics (21–28) or explicitly considered temporal
dynamics of the systems that are being evolved (using for ex-
ample ordinary differential equations; ODEs) (e.g. (29–34))
with bounds restricting the size and complexity of the reac-
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tion networks. When the modeling of dynamics is combined
with unbounded system size as has been done in the study
of evolution of gene networks through duplication (35), it
was possible to better understand the evolutionary solution
space. In addition, each of the different models of cellular
network evolution addresses specific aspects of biology (e.g.
the role of duplication in the evolution of robustness), but
there are still some biomolecular aspects not yet incorpo-
rated in evolutionary models of cellular networks. A partic-
ular example is the allosteric and domain-based nature of
proteins, which is shown to be relevant for the system dy-
namics in the context of signaling networks (36,37).

Here, we introduce an extendable, general tool that pro-
vides biologically realistic simulation of the evolution of dy-
namic biochemical networks. The tool, called BioJazz, com-
bines a rule-based modeling approach (38–40) with evolu-
tionary simulation, allowing for evolution of cellular sys-
tems without any need for a priori limitations on the systems
that can evolve. Thus, what is meant here by ‘without limita-
tions’ is that the structure, size and complexity of the system
that is taken as an evolving entity (i.e. the modeled cellular
system) is not bounded in any way (other than computa-
tional limitations). Rule-based modeling is perfectly suited
for this evolutionary approach, as it is developed in the
first place to overcome the combinatorial complexity arising
from accounting for all possible interactions in a given bi-
ological system (40,41). The rule-based modeling approach
and the genome-like encoding of the network we adopt also
allow biologically realistic mutational events to be modeled
naturally. BioJazz has the ability to change and evolve net-
works with respect to both topology and biochemical pa-
rameters, by starting either from a designed network de novo
or from a partially or completely functional seed network.

We demonstrate the use of Biojazz by examining the evo-
lution of network dynamics for two sample cases, demon-
strating evolution of network architectures for ultrasensi-
tive and adaptive response dynamics. We also use these ex-
amples to demonstrate the effects of the parameters of the
simulation algorithm on the performance and evolutionary
space of such signaling networks.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Representing network interactions: rule-based model

Previous attempts to model the evolution of cellular net-
works relied on ad hoc approaches to encode network ar-
chitecture and dynamics (e.g. see (16–20)). Here, we make
use of recently developed rule-based approaches to enable
a flexible encoding of cellular networks, allowing for both
realistic representation of their biochemistry and for in sil-
ico evolution with unbounded complexity. Rule-based ap-
proaches are developed for addressing the combinatorial
complexity arising in even biologically simple reaction sys-
tems (40,41) and, hence, are well suited to be combined with
an evolutionary approach. Although several rule-based
methods are now available (38,39,42–44), we choose to use
the Allosteric Network Compiler (ANC) (38), because it
systematically incorporates the allosteric and modular na-
ture of proteins (note that the software structure of BioJazz
allows other rule-based models to be incorporated in sub-
sequent developments). ANC is a stand-alone, rule-based

compiler, which turns a high-level description of allosteric
proteins into the corresponding set of biochemical equa-
tions.

ANC has been described previously (38). In brief, it mod-
els proteins as multi-domain entities, where each domain
is an allosteric unit that can adopt two general confor-
mational states following the Monod-Wyman-Changeux
(MWC) allosteric model (45). The two conformational
states of each domain can be described as relaxed, ‘R’, and
tense, ‘T’, and are assumed to have distinct free energies
as well as different binding and enzymatic characteristics.
Indeed, the binding and catalytic activity of reactive sites
within a domain are dependent on, and only on, the con-
formational state of that domain. Biochemically, domains
are independent sub-units of a protein, comprising reac-
tive sites such as catalytic or post-translational modifica-
tion sites (as explained below). This choice is inspired by the
structure and function of multi-domain proteins in nature.
In most cases, signaling proteins are functionally modular
and make use of distributed surface docking sites for recog-
nition (46), which has been demonstrated in both natural
(47,48) and synthetic protein circuits (37,49–52). For exam-
ple, the protein family of transcription factor-IIIA (TFIIIA)
contains proteins that have three linked folded domains that
are involved in binding and are regulated independently of
each other (53).

ANC implements allosteric regulation by modeling the
effect of any binding event or post-translational modifica-
tion on a given domain through modifying the R-T transi-
tion dynamics of that domain. Thus, other molecules bind-
ing to a given protein can be seen as ‘modifiers’, which alter
the distribution of the R and T states of the domain that
they bind. The transition between the R and T states is gov-
erned by the free energies of these states as well as any tran-
sition state between them (see Supplementary Data). ANC
can thereby model a cellular network as a given set of pro-
teins that comprise domains and that interact through bind-
ing and through covalent modifications of reactive sites on
those domains. Any domain can be allosteric, in which case,
it would have distinct R and T states with associated al-
losteric rate constants. Any modifications would result in al-
tering the dynamics of the R-T transitions. As explained fur-
ther below, in BioJazz’s application of ANC, the kRT, kTR,
and � values for each domain and the �i values for differ-
ent reactive sites on a given domain are free to evolve. Note
that this freedom allows us to implement easily and natu-
rally the evolution of both individual proteins with domains
that have specific internal dynamics and protein interaction
networks, via the definition of binding specificities among
reactive sites and � parameters.

Encoding network information: a binary string as a synthetic
genome

By describing the interaction rules as well as their allosteric
effects, ANC allows modeling of a reaction network of ar-
bitrary size and complexity. To evolve cellular networks in
silico, one needs a method to store and mutate the corre-
sponding protein interaction rules and parameters. In Bio-
Jazz, we encode the information in an ANC model as a bi-
nary string (Figure 1A). Using a set of ‘translation’ rules,
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Figure 1. The ‘Genome’ structure and scaling method used to encode cellular networks. (A) A cartoon representation of the binary string encoding the
information needed to build an ANC model. The string has a hierarchical structure explained in the main text. (B) A cartoon representation and the resulting
biochemical reactions of a sample reaction network that can be derived from a binary string (as shown in panel A). (C) Determination of binding between
two reactive sites from a binary string segment (‘Materials and Methods’ section). The y-axis shows the binding effect; the x-axis shows complementary
matches between two binding profiles. The threshold for binding, determining protein promiscuity, is user-defined. (D and F) Scaling of the binary string
encoding of parameters into real values using a linear scaling. The y-axis corresponds to parameter values; the x-axis shows decimal values of the binary
string. For different parameters (i.e. , protein concentrations, and rate constants of the conformational transition), a linear (D) or logarithmic (F) scaling
is used (‘Materials and Methods’ section). (E) The scaling of the binary string encoding of parameters relating to binding-mediated reactions. The y-axis
corresponds to a kinetic rate value; the, x-axis shows a comparison between strings encoding for binding parameters of two reactive sites as explained in
‘Materials and Methods’ section.
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all the information required to build an ANC model (Fig-
ure 1B) can then be extracted from a given string (Figure
1C–F).

The structure of the binary string is similar to a natural
genome, where ‘non-coding’ sections separate sections en-
coding information. This division is implemented by using
‘start’ and ‘stop’ strings and allows an increase in evolution-
ary innovations through mutations (see below). We can also
start evolutionary simulations from entirely random initial
points (i.e. a randomly generated binary string). The coding
sections of the binary string encode the structure, dynam-
ics and interactions of proteins as explained in detail below
and in Table 1. Thus, we can parse a given binary string and
‘translate’ into an ANC model (Figure 1B).

Protein domain structure and allosteric flag. The coding
sections of the binary string contain information about the
domain structure of proteins (Figure 1A). Each protein
must contain at least one domain that contains at least one
reactive site. There is no maximum limit to the number of
domains and reactive sites a protein can have. As explained
above, domains may be allosteric units, and so, each domain
is preceded with an allosteric flag sequence. When the al-
lostery flag is set, the domain will undergo conformational
changes and these dynamics may be affected by biochemi-
cal reactions happening at its reactive sites (note that reac-
tions happening on other domains would not have an al-
losteric effect on this domain, i.e. domains are distinct and
independent entities). To distinguish between domains and
reactive sites on the binary string, we use ‘soft’ and ‘hard’
linker sequences that are inserted between domains and re-
active sites respectively (Figure 1A). Thus, the ‘soft’ linker
sequences indicate the start of a new domain within a pro-
tein; ‘hard’ linkers indicate the different reactive sites on
a given domain whose conformational dynamics is poten-
tially modulated by these sites (provided the domain is al-
losteric). This structure has the additional benefit that mu-
tations that result in joining or separating of domains can
be naturally implemented (see ‘Modeling Mutations’ sec-
tion below). Reactive sites within a domain can be either a
binding or catalytic site, and their nature is encoded on the
binary string as shown in Table 1.

ANC intra-action fields. Intra-action fields are binary
strings located at the beginning of each domain. They en-
code the parameters controlling the internal allosteric prop-
erties of the domain, namely the basal kinetic rates for the
transitions between the R and T states (kRT and kTR from
Equations [3] and [4]) and the parameter � (which deter-
mines changes in allosteric equilibrium under interactions
and is assumed to be the same for each of the different re-
active sites of the domain and, as such, encoded once per
domain). The switching rates are log linearly scaled into a
real value (Figure 1F, Table 1).

ANC interaction fields. Interaction fields are binary
strings associated with the reaction sites in each domain.
They encode how a change in the state of reaction site (bind-
ing or modification) will affect the R-T transition of that
domain, i.e. they encode the parameters �i described above.
In addition, the binary string encodes binding and rate pro-

files (described in the next section), as well as a site type for
each reactive site. The available types are binding, catalytic
or modification sites (Table 1).

Binding and rate profiles. When the binary string is con-
verted to an ANC model, BioJazz iterates over all pairs of
reactive sites and compares their binding profiles to deter-
mine the site-specific interactions among protein domains.
In each iteration, BioJazz performs an exclusive-OR (XOR)
operation on the binding profiles of two given sites. The
number of ‘1’s in the string resulting from this operation
determines whether or not binding occurs based on a user-
defined threshold (Figure 1C). Besides the binding profile,
each site has also a forward and backward reaction rate pro-
file. When two sites are found to be binding (based on their
binding profiles), the XOR operation is repeated, this time
using the forward and backward rate profiles, to determine
the binding coefficients (Figure 1E, Table 1). Finally, reac-
tive sites that are catalytic encode an additional catalytic
rate profile. If one of the sites is a catalytic site and the other
a modification site, the catalytic rate profile of the former is
scaled log linearly into a real value and is applied as the cat-
alytic rate constant of the corresponding Michaelis–Menten
kinetics. All the translated reaction rate constants are evolv-
able in biologically plausible parameter ranges (Table 2).

Profile masks. In real proteins, the kinetic rates associated
with each reaction (e.g. binding rate, catalytic rate, etc.) can
be altered by the structural changes that the protein under-
goes. To include such changes, the model should incorpo-
rate the possibility of alterations in the kinetic rates of each
reactive site with the R-T state transition of the domain. We
do so by implementing a conformational mask profile, which
is applied to all rate profiles of the reactive sites and al-
ters the outcome of the XOR operation (Table 1). There are
therefore distinct binding rates between the R and T states.
For the modification sites only, there is also a modification
mask profile that is applied to the binding rate profiles to al-
ter the binding rates for modified states (Table 1). Note that
both mask profiles can evolve to have no effect on kinetic
rates, i.e. a given reactive site in a given domain can have
the same reaction kinetic rates under each of the R and T
states by appropriate setting of the mask profiles.

Modeling mutations

The use of rule-based modeling and the encoding of such
a model in a genome-like binary string allows us to im-
plement most biologically feasible mutations in a natural
way. Currently, the possible mutations included in BioJazz
are point mutations, protein duplication, protein deletion,
domain duplication, domain deletion, domain joining, do-
main splitting and domain shuffling. Of these, mutations
involving domains were to our knowledge not considered
before (17,31,54), but are straightforward to include in the
rule-based approach. The rate of occurrence of the different
mutations is controlled by user-defined parameters. Users
can also restrict BioJazz to mutate a subset of the network’s
attributes including junk bits, linkers, binding profiles, al-
losteric flags, types of reactive site, etc. This flexibility is use-
ful for example to ‘freeze’ all or parts of a network and use
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Table 1. Details of structural and ANC encodings implemented in the binary string

Field name Length (L) RegExp Description

Binary String
PRE JUNK Any [01]* Zero or more bits representing untranslated

sequence preceding first protein
Protein L{protein} [protein]+ One or more proteins separated by

untranslated sub-sequences
POST JUNK Any [01]* Zero or more bits representing untranslated

sequence following last protein
Protein
START CODE 8 01111110 Fixed pattern before the string of protein

indicating the starting point of a protein
Concentration 10 [01]L Loglinear scaled, encodes initial

concentration of protein
UNUSED 4 [01]L Reserved field
Domain L{domains} [domain]+ One or more domains separated by a soft

linker pattern ‘001’
STOP CODE 3 111 Terminate the protein
Domain
Allosteric flag 1 [01]L Determine the domain is allosteric regulated

or not
R ↔ T transition rate 10 [01]L Loglinear scaled, kinetic parameter of

conformation transition in basal level.
� 10 [01]L Linear scaled into [0,1], determines changes

in allosteric equilibrium under interactions.
UNUSED 4 [01]L
Reactive sites L{sites} [site]+ One or more reactive sites separated by a

hard linker pattern ‘000’
Protodomain
Type 2 [01]L Reactive site type, 00 = bsite, 01 = msite, 11

= csite
Substrate polarity 1 [01]L A csite to modify (0) or unmodify (1) the

substrate
Binding profile 10 [01]L Determines ligands pairs with sufficiently

complementary strings
kf profile 20 [01]L Loglinear scaled, determines association

kinetics with Hamming distance from pairing
reactive sites

kb profile 20 [01]L Loglinear scaled, determining disassociation
kinetics with Hamming distance from pairing
reactive sites

kp profile 10 [01]L Loglinear scaled, for csite only, determines
rate of post-translational modification

keq ratio 10 [01]L Loglinear scaled, determines allosteric effect
of msite modification, see � in ANC model

kf polarity mask 20 [01]L XOR with kf profile to determine profile of
modified reactive site (msite = 1)

kb polarity mask 20 [01]L XOR with kb profile to determine profile of
modified reactive site (msite = 1)

kf conformation mask 20 [01]L XOR with kf profile to determine new profile
of T conformation

kb conformation mask 20 [01]L XOR with kb profile to determine new profile
of T conformation

kp conformation mask 20 [01]L XOR with kp profile to determine new profile
of T conformation

UNUSED 4 [01]L Reserved field

The asterisk means ‘zero or more’ and ‘+’ in regular expression means ‘one or more’.

BioJazz as a design tool rather than mimicking biological
evolution.

Point mutation. Point mutations are implemented as the
flipping of specific bits in the binary string. Thus a point mu-
tation can alter any of the qualitative flags (explained above)
or reaction parameters. Of particular note are mutations on
hard and soft linkers, which can result in domain splitting
and fusion respectively. The mutation algorithm parses the
binary string and attempts a point mutation at each loca-
tion: a bit is flipped if a randomly generated number in the

interval [0,1] is smaller than a user-set probability (corre-
sponding to a genome-wide point mutation rate).

Protein duplication/deletion. In nature, the rate of gene
duplication is suggested to be a function of the size of
genome (55). Based on this observation, BioJazz imple-
ments duplication and deletion rates defined per protein.
The mutation algorithm parses the binary string and at-
tempts a duplication or deletion at each protein coding sec-
tion; an entire section is duplicated or deleted if a randomly
generated number in the interval [0,1] is smaller than a user-
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Table 2. Parameter settings used for the in silico evolution of signaling networks discussed in the main text

Parameters In silico Measure Citation

Cell volume (pl) N/A 0.029, 1.2, 2.5 (92,93)
Nucleus volume (pl) N/A 0.22, 0.14 (93)
Cytoplasmic volume (pl) N/A 0.94, 2.4 (93)
Protein abundance [0, 106] [38, 26743] (92–94)
Concentration (μM) [10−3, 103] [0.002, 1.8] (12,92,93,95–98)
Phosphorylation (s−1) [10−3, 103] [0.17, 8.87] (92,95–97)
Dephosphorylation (s−1) [10−3, 103] [0.06, 5.31] (92,95–97)
Auto-dephosphorylation (s−1) N/A [0.00097, 0.0025] (92,95–97)
Binding receptors (s−1) [10−3, 103] [0.0036, 0.70] (92,95–97)
Unbinding receptors (s−1) [10−3, 103] [0.00016, 0.060] (92,95–97)
Protein association (μM−1 · s−1) [10−3, 103] [0.10, 7.53] (92,95–97)
Protein disassociation (s−1) [10−3, 103] [0.015, 2.86] (92,95–97)
Conformation transition (s−1) [10−2, 102] N/A N/A
� [10−2, 102] N/A (38)
� [0.0, 0.1] N/A (38)

All of these parameters can be set by the user.

set probability. The protein duplication and deletion rates
can be set independently. When a protein coding section is
duplicated, it is added to the end of the binary string. When
a protein coding section is deleted, the binary string is short-
ened correspondingly. It is also possible that a protein is si-
lenced by a point mutation at its ‘start’ sequence.

Domain duplication/deletion. Bioinformatics analysis of
the genomes of existing organisms reveals duplication pat-
terns of domains in proteins, where the duplication pat-
terns show no dependence on the size of the domains in-
volved (56). Thus, BioJazz implements a per protein do-
main duplication/deletion rate. At each replication step, a
randomly generated number in the interval [0,1] is gener-
ated for each protein. If this number is smaller than a user-
defined probability, a random fragment of the binary string
is picked. This fragment is then either deleted or copied and
the new copy is inserted at the end of the original chosen
fragment. Note that the randomly picked segment can con-
tain many reactive sites or none.

Domain shuffling. BioJazz implements rearrangements be-
tween two protein-encoding sections of the binary string.
The mutation rate leading to rearrangements is defined
per protein. For each protein coding section of the binary
string, a random number drawn from a uniform distribution
in the interval [0,1] is compared to a user-defined probabil-
ity. If the random number is smaller, a fragment contain-
ing a certain number of reactive sites is randomly chosen.
Then, another subsection of a protein coding section of the
binary string is randomly selected, copied and fused with
the first selected fragment. Note that this approach com-
bines sets of intact reactive sites, which can correspond to
an entire domain, part of a domain or a sequence that cov-
ers multiple domains. Besides mimicking biological domain
shuffling, shuffling is expected to create novel material for
subsequent evolution.

Genome rearrangement. In biological systems, rearrange-
ment of large genome chunks containing multiple genes also
happens in certain probability. We also implemented this
mutation operator in BioJazz. At each step of mutation,

Figure 2. Schematic, showing the network structure used as the starting
point for evolution for ultrasensitivity. The ligand (L) and the output pro-
tein (e.g. a transcription factor, T) are shaped as oval, while all other signal-
ing proteins (e.g. a receptor/adaptor (A) protein, a kinase (K) or a phos-
phatase (P)) are shaped as rectangle. Black line represents binding reac-
tion between two sites. Red arrows represent phosphorylation reactions
between a kinase site (red) and a phosphorylation site (purple). Blue ar-
rows represent dephosphorylation reactions between a phosphatase site
(blue) and a phosphorylation site. The green colored rectangle indicates a
protein domain, whose conformational switching is allosterically regulated
(also indicated by a self-pointing green line with arrows at both ends).

comparison between a random number and the rearrange-
ment rate will determine occurrence of genome rearrange-
ment. With rearrangement occurring, a continuous segment
containing multiple reactive sites that possible cross several
genes is randomly selected. Then either deletion of segment
or duplication of segment is randomly chosen and executed.

Horizontal gene transfer. BioJazz also has implementation
of horizontal gene transfer (HGT). Since HGT occurs be-
tween different genomes in nature, this mutational operator
is only implemented when using population-based selection
(see below). At the mutation step of each individual, the
occurrence of HGT is determined by comparing a random
number to a pre-defined probability (set by the user). If the
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random number is smaller than this probability, a contin-
uous segment of string containing multiple reactive sites is
randomly chosen and copied from the mutating individual.
Then, another genome/individual is randomly selected and
the copied segment is inserted into its genome at a randomly
chosen site that is between any two reactive sites.

Modeling evolutionary selective pressures

To simulate evolution in silico, we need to model selective
pressures experienced by the evolving cellular networks and
so link the contribution of a network’s function to the over-
all fitness of the organism. Fitness is an abstract concept,
representing the reproductive success of an organism and
might be most tractable for microbes where it could be ap-
proximated by growth rate (57). In BioJazz, we allow the
fitness of networks to be defined by the user, such that net-
works can be evolved under biologically motivated or arti-
ficial selective pressures.

The user-defined fitness function is used to evaluate the
performance of a given network, encoded by a particular bi-
nary string and to calculate a fitness score. In previous stud-
ies on the evolution of signaling and regulatory networks,
the fitness function usually involved applying a stimulus to
the network and evaluating its temporal or steady state re-
sponse (16,17,19,23,58,59). Different fitness functions relat-
ing to dynamical or structural features of the network can
be easily constructed as illustrated in the results section for
ultrasensitive (additional sample files are included in the
BioJazz web site) and adaptive dynamics (see Figure 3 and
Supplementary Data for a detailed description of the fitness
functions)

When the fitness function requires evaluation of the sys-
tem dynamics, a temporal simulation of the network is ex-
ecuted by numerically integrating the set of ODEs arising
from the interaction reactions in the network. To perform
these simulations, Biojazz uses MATLAB with files auto-
matically generated from ANC’s output via the Facile tool
(60). Stochastic simulation of the ANC model is also possi-
ble by customizing the fitness scoring function. Further, the
flexibility we have in defining the fitness function means that
fitness landscapes with different ruggedness as described for
example for NK models of evolution (22,61–63) should be
possible.

Modeling evolutionary dynamics

Evolutionary dynamics arising from the emergence of mu-
tant genotypes in a population and their subsequent change
in frequency can be modeled in different ways. In particu-
lar, evolution could be approximated either by a random
walk in which a single beneficial (or neutral) mutant can be
fixed in the population before any other mutants can arise
or as occurring in a population where multiple mutants can
co-exist. The former is an appropriate model for evolution-
ary dynamics at low mutation rate and large population size
limit (64,65); the latter approach can give rise to evolution-
ary dynamics similar to that described by the concept of
quasi-species (66,67). Both approaches are implemented in
BioJazz.

Evolution as a random walk. Under very low mutation
rates and in large populations, evolutionary dynamics can
be approximated by a random walk in the genotype space.
Then, a single genotype dominates the population and new
mutants either get fixed or are lost rapidly under natural
selection and/or genetic drift (68). The probability of fix-
ation for such rare mutants with a given fitness effect has
been approximated by Kimura (64,65). This approximation
can be used to model evolution under a large population
and low mutation rate scenario, where the calculated prob-
ability of fixation for a mutant generated from the wild-type
genotype is used to replace the wild-type or not (69,70). Bio-
jazz implements this approach by starting simulations from
a given genotype and using this genotype to generate a mu-
tant genotype. The mutation is then accepted with proba-
bility αPf i x, where Pf i x (fixation probability) is calculated
from the fitness of the original (w) and mutant (w’) geno-
types by the following equation:

Pf i x = 1 − e−2s

1 − e−4Nes
, (1)

with s being the selection coefficient and equal to s = w′−w
w

and Ne is the effective population size (set in the range
105 ∼ 108, based on measurements for prokaryotes (71)).
The coefficient α is used to tune (usually increase) the speed
of simulation and is always chosen to make αPf i x < 1 for
all mutations (69,70). A newly generated mutant will be ac-
cepted if a random number (uniformly drawn from the in-
terval [0,1]) is smaller than αPf i x. Otherwise it is rejected.
After acceptance of a given mutant, that mutant replaces
the original genotype and the simulation continues. If the
mutant is rejected, a new mutant is generated from the orig-
inal genotype. The evolutionary simulation is continued un-
til a user defined fitness criterion or a specified number of
mutations is reached.

Population-based approach. Here we consider evolution
dynamics in discrete generations of an asexual population
of a fixed-size (68,72). In a fixed-size population, selection
for the next generation is implemented by sampling geno-
types according to their fitness scores. Assume that there
are genotypes A1, A2, A3, . . . with fitness w1, w2, w3, . . . and
frequencies p1, p2, p3, . . . in the current population. Then
the expected proportion or frequency of Ai genotypes in the
next generation will be:

p′
i = piwi

p1w1 + p2w2 + · · · = piwi

w̄
. (2)

The p′
i is the propensity that genotype Ai is chosen for

reproduction (with one progeny) in each sampling. To im-
plement these dynamics, we start with a homogenous pop-
ulation. At the beginning of each generation, individuals
reproduce and mutate based on mutation rates by sequen-
tially drawing and duplicating an individual and comparing
the mutation rate with a random number r1 from [0,1]. If r1
is less than mutation rate, the reproduced individual is mu-
tated. After reproduction the fitness scores for all mutants
are recalculated. Then at the end of each generation, we ap-
ply selection. More specifically, we include all of the p′

i val-
ues in a vector and then generate another random number
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Figure 3. Sample fitness functions for selection for networks with ultrasensitive or adaptive response dynamics. (A) The input signal (blue) used in the
temporal simulations of the system for ultrasensitivity. Each ramp-up and ramp-down of the signal is introduced after the system reaches steady state. The
corresponding system output over time is shown in green. The differences in steady state output between different signal levels, indicated as �y values on
the plot, are used to calculate the amplitude and ultrasensitivity scores. (B) Illustration of the dynamics of input signal (blue) the output response (green)
in simulations of the system for adaptive dynamics. The parameters in adaptive fitness function, �O+/−

max and �O+/−
ss , are labeled.

r2 uniformly drawn between 0 and the length of this vector.
The individual that is selected for the next generation is de-
termined by the index of the vector into which the random
number falls. The sampling process continues until the num-
ber of individuals in the new generation reaches the defined
population size.

BioJazz configuration file

BioJazz contains three key parts that are interlinked to each
other: an encoding of an ANC model in the form of a bi-
nary string, evolutionary simulation of that binary string
through mutations and dynamic simulation of the ANC
model and derivation of a fitness score. Many of the pa-
rameters governing the structure of these three parts and
their inter linkage can be defined by the user, allowing for
high customizability. These parameters are stored in a single
configuration file.

Besides the parameters already mentioned above, the
configuration file also allows the setting of parameters relat-
ing to computational performance (e.g. cluster size, memory
allocated for scoring), string encoding (e.g. fields’ width and
binding profiles of input and output), the evolutionary al-
gorithm (e.g. mutation rates, population size, seed network),
the dynamical simulation of the ANC model (e.g. simula-
tion time, numerical simulation error threshold), the scor-
ing function (discussed below) and the output structure (e.g.
frequency of output generation).

Post-evolutionary pruning of evolved networks and muta-
tional analysis

It is possible that not all reactions in the evolved networks
are needed to achieve the required function (as seen for ex-
ample in previous in silico evolution studies, (73,74)). Thus,
we incorporated ways to either prune final networks or ap-
ply their mutations for further functional analyses. This
can be done readily by altering the string representation
of the network. BioJazz stores either each of the evolving
networks (in the case of a population–based approach to

modeling evolution) or the primary evolving network (in
the case of the random walk approach to modeling evolu-
tion) at each generation of the simulation in two separate
files. The user can choose to generate these files in either
a BioJazz-compatible format or in additional formats read-
able in ANC, Facile and MATLAB. Pruning and mutations
can be performed on these files and the resulting modified
networks re-analyzed. When using BioJazz compatible files
for such analysis, the user can make modifications to the
string representation of the network and can also use ex-
isting subfunctions in the BioJazz source code. A detailed
description and example of this approach is provided in the
BioJazz manual.

RESULTS

To illustrate the workings of BioJazz and how it can be used
to address biological questions, we consider here the evo-
lution of signaling networks under two example selective
pressures (additional selective pressures can easily be con-
structed by encoding an appropriate fitness function in the
configuration file, as shown in ‘Materials and Methods’ sec-
tion) (Figure 2). Note that the fitness function used and the
associated analyses are provided as an example to illustrate
the applicability of BioJazz. The user has complete flexibil-
ity over the choice of fitness functions and of the parameters
in a given evolutionary simulation.

Ultrasensitivity is observed in many biological networks
and in particular in signaling networks implementing phos-
phorylation cycles (8,11,12,75). An ultrasensitive response
is one where a change in the input generates a non-linear
change in output with the degree of non-linearity being
greater than that of a hyperbolic (Michaelis-Menten) re-
sponse (8,75,76). To evolve signaling networks capable of
displaying ultrasensitive dynamics, we run simulations with
selection under a particular fitness function.

The fitness function used to score the ability of a given
signaling network to generate an ultrasensitive signal-
response relationship evaluated the response to a three-step
ramp-up and three-step ramp-down signal profile as shown
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in Figure 3A. For each ramp-up step in the signal, the sys-
tem is simulated to steady state before the next step is ap-
plied. The scoring function considered both the amplitude
of the response to middle steps in ramp-up and ramp-down
steps (amplitude score Samp, see Supplementary Data) and
the difference of the response amplitudes between the mid-
dle steps and the other two steps (ultrasensitivity score Sult,
see Supplementary Data). Besides the two scores quantify-
ing the response and sigmoid, we also implemented a com-
plexity score Scom (Supplementary Data) to quantify the
complexity of the network (i.e. total number of proteins, do-
mains, reactive sites and interaction rules). The final fitness
function combines the three scoring functions:

F = (
Sωa

amp · Sωu
ult · Sωc

com

) 1
(ωa +ωu +ωc ) (3)

with the ωa, ωu and ωc being user-defined parameters that
control the weightings of the different scores.

With this fitness function, we used BioJazz to evolve
ultrasensitive signaling networks. We started evolutionary
simulations from a minimal seed network composed of a re-
ceptor, a kinase, a phosphatase and an output protein (Fig-
ure 2). The output protein was not allowed to duplicate or
be deleted, but the rest of the network was free to evolve
via all the mutations implemented in BioJazz (see ‘Materials
and Methods’ section). Note that the constrained structure
of the model in this case reflects a user choice rather than
a limitation and allows us to demonstrate the application
of BioJazz to evolve signaling networks with ultrasensitive
dynamics by fixing the input and output of the evolving sys-
tem. We could include the ligand as part of the evolving en-
tity, in which case we would be able to evolve new ligands
and ligand–receptor interactions, provided that an appro-
priate fitness function is devised. For example, to study the
coevolution between ligands and the response, one can eas-
ily cluster different proteins based on the tags and prefixes
of protein names implemented in the source code.

Selecting for ultrasensitivity in the signaling network us-
ing the random-walk approach (see ‘Materials and Meth-
ods’ section), we ran evolutionary simulations by assum-
ing a high population size and low mutation rate regime
(see ‘Materials and Methods’ section) and by using differ-
ent complexity weightings ωc. In particular, we ran five sim-
ulations each for four different complexity weights: ωc =
0, 0.1, 1, 10. We set a target fitness score of 0.8 and a max-
imal computation time of 120 h per simulation. The simu-
lations were terminated when either the target fitness score
or simulation time was reached.

In all simulations, the fitness score increases over gener-
ations (Figure 4A) and we evolve an ultrasensitive network
reaching at least a fitness score of 0.8. Analyzing the evo-
lutionary dynamics in these simulations, we find that fewer
mutations were needed for simulations with ωc set to lower
values (Figure 4B), i.e. when the fitness penalty for complex-
ity was low. The time required for evaluating the fitness of
each mutant, however, was significantly larger with lower
ωc. These findings suggest that a weaker constraint on net-
work complexity (i.e. smaller values of ωc) allows the evo-
lutionary simulations to sample a larger space of networks
and more easily find beneficial mutants. Correspondingly,
the number of reactive sites and interactions in networks

diverges more widely in such simulations, while network
complexity is highly constrained for large ωc (Figure 4C).
On the other hand, a higher weighting for the complexity
measure (high ωc) can result in this measure dominating
the total fitness calculation (Equation 3). Consequently, a
larger number of mutations with detrimental or neutral ef-
fects on the ultrasensitivity and amplitude of the response
may be accepted because their low scores could be absorbed
by stronger effects from the complexity measure. We find
that indeed this possibility is realized: the distribution of
the ultrasensitivity scores of fixed mutants is slightly shifted
to larger negative values in simulations with ωc = 0.1 com-
pared to data from simulations with ωc = 10 (Figure 4D).
A similar pattern also occurs with amplitude.

Our implementation of evolution under a low mutation
rate and high population size regime through Equation [5]
still allows for a degree of neutral evolution. Thus, we find
significant diversity in the set of ultrasensitive networks
emerging at the end points of different evolutionary simula-
tions (Figure 5A). This diversity confirms that different net-
work architectures and biochemical mechanisms can gener-
ate ultrasensitivity. The evolved ultrasensitive networks we
find recover known biochemical mechanisms that generate
ultrasensitivity. One such mechanism is enzyme saturation
in a covalent modification cycle (or zero-order sensitivity
or Goldbeter–Koshland kinetics) (77). In this mechanism,
saturation of enzymes that mediate the covalent modifica-
tion of a substrate generates ultrasensitivity in the modified
substrate levels. In our simulations, the initial starting net-
works display high levels of kinase and phosphatase and low
levels of target protein, and we analyzed the evolutionary
trajectory of key kinetic parameters in a few sample sim-
ulations. In particular, we consider composite parameters
K1andK2, which determine the binding kinetics of the ki-
nase and phosphatase to the output protein and should de-
crease with increased enzyme saturation (see the legend of
Figure 6 for a full definition of K1andK2). We find that the
initial evolution of these parameters is quite erratic (Figure
6) until the system reaches a high level of K2 where phos-
phorylation can result in low output at any signal level (net-
work 30). Once this point is reached, evolution progresses
with both K1andK2 being decreased, indicating that the en-
zymes (kinase and phosphates) spend less time in complexes
with the output protein: the enzymes increasingly become
saturated. Consequently, both the ultrasensitivity and the
amplitude of the system response increase and reach the
target fitness score in network 70, whose MATLAB code
is also provided as additional Supplementary Data files. We
find a similar trend in other simulations, where decreasing
K1andK2 is accompanied by increasing ultrasensitivity, sug-
gesting that these trajectories may be common in the evo-
lution of ultrasensitive responses, at least from an initial
regime of high substrate and low enzyme concentration.

To provide a second example for the application of Bio-
Jazz, we developed a different fitness function that is de-
signed to select for networks with adaptive response dynam-
ics (Figure 3B, see Supplementary Data). This type of re-
sponse dynamics is observed in many cellular systems and
is characterized by an initial response to a persistent exter-
nal stimulus that eventually returns to its pre-stimulus level.
In the context of signaling networks, adaptive response dy-
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Figure 4. Results from sample evolutionary simulations. (A) The fitness score plotted against the total number of mutations sampled. Each curve depicts
the results of a single evolutionary simulation, which is a biased random walk over the network space (Equation [5] in ‘Materials and Methods’ section).
Each dot on each curve represents an accepted mutation (lines are to guide the eye). Distances along the x-axis between two dots indicate the number of
mutations sampled between two accepted mutations. In all simulations, fitness increases with the number of mutations accepted, but in two simulations
(one with ωc = 0 and one with ωc = 0.1) fitness fails to reach the target level of 0.8 before the maximal simulation time of 120 h is reached. (B) The average
number of mutants sampled before a mutation is accepted increases with ωc ; the average time for evaluating the fitness of each mutant in simulations
decreases with ωc . A higher weighting of complexity score (ωc) in the total score gives a higher penalty to mutations that generate complexity in the
network structure. (C) The evolutionary space showing the numbers of reactive sites and of interactions for all simulations with ωc = 0.1and10. Each data
point represents an accepted mutant network from different stages of the simulation, with the shape and color indicating the ωc of the simulation and the
size indicating the generation number (i.e. number of mutations). Note that many of the data points from the simulations with ωc = 10 are overlapping. The
initial network is at the center of the gray area. (D) The distributions of mutational effects on fitness and ultrasensitivity from accepted mutations during
all simulations with ωc = 0.1and10 (as indicated in red and green respectively). Sub-graphs at the top and right are density estimates for the ultrasensitivity
changes �Sult and fitness changes �F of all fixation events.

namics are observed and studied in bacterial chemotaxis
(78–80) and the response of yeast to osmotic shock (81–
83). General signaling network models capable of adapta-
tion have been presented (84) and in silico evolution has
been successfully used to understand gene network archi-
tectures that can achieve adaptive responses (17). Here, we
have adopted the fitness function used in the latter study
(see Supplementary Data) and used BioJazz to evolve sig-
naling networks with adaptive dynamics (Figure 5B). We
found that 9 out of 10 from the initiated simulations resulted
in networks achieving high fitness solutions and adaptive re-

sponse dynamics. Different from previous work on adaptive
gene networks, the structures of evolved adaptive protein in-
teraction networks do not show any obvious negative feed-
back (4). Instead, we find the evolved networks commonly
exploiting a buffering mechanism that could be equivalent
to a feedforward mechanism (4). In the example adaptive
network shown in Figure 5B, the input protein can bind four
binding sites in three different proteins, two of which are the
kinase and phosphatase for the output protein. When a per-
turbation happens at the input protein concentration level,
different affinities of kinase and phosphatase for binding to
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Figure 5. Sample evolved network structures and dynamics. (A) Sample network structures evolved to achieve ultrasensitivity in simulations with different
weighting of the complexity score ωc . In each network, the nodes stand for proteins and edges stand for interactions. The isolated (i.e. unconnected) nodes
seen on some of the evolved networks represent proteins that do not interact with any other proteins (hence they can be removed without affecting the
response dynamics). For explanation of labels and edge colors see legend of Figure 2. (B) An evolved network structure and its dynamics using selection
for an adaptive response.

Figure 6. Evolution of model parameters for a sample evolutionary simulation with ωc = 0 and selecting for ultrasensitivity. Each dot represents a model
from different points in the evolutionary simulation (as indicated by the generation number on each dot), while the x- and y-axis show the composite
parameters, K1 and K2, that give the average catalytic binding efficiency of the kinases and phosphatases to the target protein respectively. The catalytic
binding efficiency is defined as the Michaelis Menten constant of the enzyme (kinase or phosphatase) over the total substrate concentration and the
average is calculated as the geometric mean of individual binding efficiencies of the different kinases and phosphatases and their allosteric states: K1 =
m∏

i=1

m
√

(K Ri
1 · KTi

1 )
1
2 and K2 =

n∏
j=1

n

√(
K

Rj
2 · K

Tj
2

) 1
2 . The dot size and color indicate the response amplitude and ultrasensitivity. For selected networks the

input-output response curve is also shown. Dashed lines with arrow heads show the trend of how ultrasensitivity increases with the evolution of decreasing
values of K1andK2. The initial network starts in the bottom left corner (network 0) moves to the bottom right corner (network 29) and then to the top
right corner (network 32).
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the input protein result in breaking the balance of phospho-
rylation and dephosphorylation of the output protein, in-
ducing an initial response. Later, the binding protein in the
middle (which has slower binding reaction rate constants)
sequesters the input protein to rebalance the phosphory-
lation and dephosphorylation of the output protein. The
end effect of this buffering mechanism is a response dynam-
ics similar to that resulting from a feedforward interaction
loop (4). All other evolved adaptive networks utilized simi-
lar solutions to this example to achieve adaptive responses.
Analyzing the dynamics of sample evolved networks under
different levels of input perturbation we found their fitness
to be sensitive to the level of the perturbation used in the
fitness function. In particular, the adaptation precision (i.e.
the ability to return exactly to pre-stimulus activity level af-
ter a signal) is dependent on signal level. This highlights the
importance of the design of the fitness function on the types
of networks that can evolve in the simulations. In future
studies BioJazz can be used to evolve adaptive networks un-
der different fitness functions (e.g. those with varying signal
perturbation levels) to better understand the design princi-
ples for adaptation in protein interaction networks.

DISCUSSION

Here we have presented BioJazz, a tool that combines rule-
based approaches and evolutionary simulation. Its key fea-
tures are the implementation of biochemical interactions
found in cellular networks, the simulation of dynamics aris-
ing from these interactions and their evolution with un-
bounded complexity through biologically plausible muta-
tions. Previous approaches to evolutionary simulation of
cellular networks have only considered a subset of these
abilities. As such, we expect BioJazz to be useful both as
an exploratory tool for the evolutionary systems biology
community to understand evolutionary pressures leading
to specific biochemical features of biological networks and
as a design tool for the synthetic biology community to ex-
plore biochemically plausible implementations of different
network dynamics.

As we demonstrate, BioJazz is developed in a way that
allows high flexibility and user-friendliness. All parame-
ters relating to the evolutionary simulations, as well as the
fitness functions used to select networks can be specified
by the user, allowing testing of different hypotheses. As a
demonstration, we showed how to use BioJazz to evolve net-
works under different complexity constraints and to gener-
ate ultrasensitive dynamics. We found that complexity con-
straints can alter the efficiency of the evolutionary simula-
tions, mainly because of their effects on the distribution of
mutational effects on fitness.

Under all complexity constraints considered, we found
evolutionary simulations to result in ultrasensitive networks
under the appropriate fitness function. In addition, adop-
tion of a different fitness function allowed the evolution of
networks displaying adaptive dynamics. These results show
that BioJazz can be used to study a range of system dy-
namics (i.e. ultrasensitivity, adaptation, oscillation). Net-
works resulting from specific simulations that implemented
different selective pressures displayed specific architectures,
suggesting that BioJazz can be used to study the possible

repertoire of functional networks. In the case of ultrasen-
sitivity, we found that these networks and their evolution-
ary dynamics highlighted known biochemical mechanisms.
In particular, we found that kinetic parameters controlling
binding of the enzymes and output protein evolve to fa-
vor low saturation initially for increased response amplitude
and then high saturation later on for increased ultrasensitiv-
ity. BioJazz can be used to further elucidate such trends un-
der different evolutionary scenarios. For example, the sim-
ulations we used started from high substrate and low en-
zyme concentrations. It would be interesting to reverse this
situation and explore how ultrasensitivity can emerge un-
der regimes where high enzyme saturation would not be
possible (9). Similarly, one can use higher level selection
functions, rather than ad hoc functions selecting for ultra-
sensitivity (as we have done here), to elucidate the biologi-
cal origins of ultrasensitivity. Alternatively, one can imple-
ment selection for different dynamics such as adaptive re-
sponse dynamics or oscillatory dynamics. The evolved net-
work structures could then provide insights into which bio-
chemical networks can implement the required dynamics
and inform both systems and synthetic biology studies (as
has been done before, e.g. see (23,24,31,32)).

There are notable previous works on evolutionary simu-
lation of the structure and dynamics of cellular networks. In
particular, previous studies analyzed the in silico evolution
of gene regulatory networks to understand the emergence
of different dynamics (16,17,35,73,85) and their modular-
ity and robustness (86). The latter features were also stud-
ied in evolutionary simulations using either metabolic (87)
and signaling network models (54,74,88) or general network
models (26,27). As an open-source platform, BioJazz aims
to further enable such studies by providing an in silico evo-
lution model that explicitly considers systems dynamics and
protein allostery and domain structure. The incorporation
of protein allostery and domain structure is a unique ad-
dition to the evolutionary modeling of networks, but whose
effects on system dynamics have been demonstrated (36,37).
In addition, the combination of rule-based modeling with in
silico evolution is a novel approach to modeling evolution
and naturally includes emerging system complexity in evo-
lutionary simulations. In particular, the rule-based model-
ing approach theoretically allows for simulation of arbitrar-
ily large reaction networks as well as protein complexes.

Although by using rule-based modeling BioJazz theoret-
ically allows the evolution of cellular networks without re-
stricting their complexity, there are still computational chal-
lenges when simulating large reaction networks and multi-
protein complexes that give rise to the ‘curse of dimension-
ality’ (38,40). In particular, the ANC framework used here
generates the full set of differential equations possible in
the network, prior to simulation, which can create a sig-
nificant computational burden. Such technical challenges
are increasingly being addressed with developing rule-based
modeling frameworks. For example, the Kappa simulator
KaSim (89) and the BioNetGen simulator NFsim (44,90)
both allow faster simulation of reaction systems of arbitrary
size. These methods are currently based on using stochas-
tic simulations and do not consider the allosteric nature of
proteins as done in ANC. It should be possible to combine
the best features of the developing approaches and create
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new rule-based modeling frameworks that combine model-
ing of protein allostery with computationally feasible sim-
ulation methods allowing arbitrarily large networks to be
simulated. Future development of BioJazz will expand the
rule-based modeling aspect of its evolutionary framework
towards combining the best features of different methods.

Such development of the rule-based modeling compo-
nent of BioJazz would extend its focus from encoding sig-
naling networks to include metabolic and transcriptional
networks. In particular, rule-based models like Kappa and
BioNetGen are able to model degradation and synthesis re-
actions. This ability can be combined with the binary string
patterns of a BioJazz model to encode binding between pro-
teins and genes, and thereby simulate transcription factors
binding to DNA. For metabolic networks, the extension
would require encoding of metabolites in a form that cap-
tures the basics of chemical conversion (87,91). This exten-
sion would require significant further development and in-
terfacing rule-based models and metabolites through their
corresponding representations and with biological plausi-
ble parameters (12,38,92–98) (Table 2). We hope that such
developments will be facilitated by the open-source nature
of BioJazz.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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